Mk3 vr6 fuse box diagram

Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford Mondeo Mk3 ,
, , , , , , If electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded
and blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts,
check the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band
inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Left-hand drive: The central
fuse box is located behind the storage compartment underneath the instrument panel. To
remove the storage compartment, open it and pull it outwards. Right-hand drive: It is located
behind the glove compartment. To remove the glove compartment, open it and push the lever at
the back to the left. Press the sides inwards and pull out the glove compartment. To check or
replace a fuse, first, pull off the battery cover. Then remove the cover of the fuse box by
releasing the catch and lifting up. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current
fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with
a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a
broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If
a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Telematics, air conditioning sensors for passenger airbag and
automatic climate control. Manual Volkswagen 2. Quick Links. Table of Contents. For engine
repair procedures not covered in this article,. Engine identification number is stamped on a
machined pad, on. See Fig. The engine code is also. Engine is equipped with hydraulic lifters.
Adjustment is not. Related Manuals for Volkswagen Volkswagen 2. With carburetor engine, fuel
injection engine, diesel engine 99 pages. Engine Volkswagen 4. Summary of Contents for
Volkswagen Volkswagen 2. Page 2: Engine Removal Fig. Disconnect throttle, cruise and
kickdown linkage if equipped. Remove air duct from intake manifold. Page 3: Engine Installation
Align all engine supports with mount bushings before tightening mount bolts. Tighten bolts to
specification. Remove bracket for pin connector and water pump. Remove ignition coil, chain
tensioner and seal. Remove camshaft sprocket cover. Remove cylinder head bolts in reverse
order of installation. Page 5 Fig. Inspection Thoroughly clean all gasket mating surfaces. Check
cylinder head for warpage. Maximum warpage is. Check minimum Page 6: Cylinder Head
Installation 4 steps to specification. Page 7: Timing Chain Fig. Ensure crankshaft is aligned at
TDC. Remove transaxle and bellhousing assembly. Remove torque converter or clutch
assembly as applicable. Page 8 Fig. Installation Leave Camshaft Guide installed. See Figs.
Ensure intermediate shaft is correctly aligned. Install timing chain on sprockets. Page 9 Fig.
Page Camshaft 30 minutes for lifters to bleed down before starting engine. Otherwise valves
may come in contact with pistons. Remove valve lifters from cylinder head. Turn ignition off and
wait for 20 seconds. Disconnect negative battery cable. Drain cooling system. Disconnect front
exhaust pipe from catalytic converter. Page 12 1. Valves Measure valve length, stem diameter
and valve margin. If not within specification, replace valves. Lap valves by hand or replace as
necessary. Rod cap bolts and nuts must be replaced after removing or loosening. Remove
circlips from ends of pin bore. Thrust Bearing Insert feeler gauge between No. Replace thrust
bearing as necessary. Page 15 To install, reverse removal procedure. Inspection Check oil
pump housing, gears and pressure relief valve for damage or excessive wear. Repair or replace
as an assembly. Page General Specifications 1 - Never reuse cylinder head bolt s when
servicing. Page 18 Service Limit Seat Width This manual is also suitable for: golf jetta golf gti
jetta. Print page 1 Print document 20 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Discussion in ' Electrical '
started by rubjonny , Jul 30, Log in or Sign up. Club GTI. Last edited: Oct 3, Mr Funk likes this.
Relays above fusebox positions may differ Dual tone horn Rear wiper Fuel pump with dealer fit
relay socket bypass Up-shift indicator control. Last edited: Oct 8, Relay No. Last edited: Dec 15,

Josh Gateh , Richard Mk2 , blis and 4 others like this. Last edited: Nov 17, Dclarke likes this.
Last edited: Jan 11, On the side of the head you will probably find at least one earth, for the
engine management, plus GTI models with MFA have another here for the dash cluster. There is
often an earth from the rear of the head to the lower coil mounting bolt too. There is a wire from
the battery negative in the headlight loom which ends at a 4 way white spade block. The wire
from the rear of this block goes to the earth claw somewhere above the fusebox, where the
accessory earths are located. Last edited: Nov 11, Last edited: Jul 19, Last edited: Nov 2, I'm
sure we all appreciate his efforts and would like to tell him, but please, no chat on this thread,
but if anyone has any relevant feedback on the topic, or more to contribute, please do. I've left it
as a sticky for now, so more folks can see it. Joined: Mar 28, Likes Received: 0. I have found
that there is no rear right light on plug E 18 pin on the CE1 plug descriptions, post 6? Is it pin 18
and the description missing the word "right"? Sorry to be a pain but i have double checked and
cant find it Im trying to do the theory before practical with the loom. It wouldnt be possible
without the valuable work i have found on here. Cheers just wanted to check I think the way I
worded my question was abit rubbish. My wiring is fine, I was just reading through the
descriptions to get an idea of whats what before cutting and noticed the lack of right rear light. I
just wanted to check I wasnt going mad. Joined: Jan 14, Likes Received: 1. I dont know if its
right to ask here but whats the main difference between ce1 and ce2? Im going to put in a abf
engine in ce1 mk2 and i dont see any problem with that! Romka , May 4, Romka , May 5, You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn More Headlight loom. Left Headlight pin 56b.
Left front sidelight. Radiator fan thermoswitch pin 3. Headlight washer jets. Headlight washer
pump. Brake fluid level switch. Windscreen washer pump. Coolant level switch. Coolant level
switch early Jetta with CE1 type clocks only. Optional equipment. Electric window relay pin 86,
heated seats. Warning module pin 5. Cruise control switch pin 4, automatic Gear select switch
pin 3, electric mirror switch pin 6. Ciggarette lighter pin 3, automatic console light, spare
connector behind fuse box. Brake light switch. Automatic shift lock control unit. Starter motor
pin Earth claw above fusebox provides earth for claw , coolant temp sender on some models.
Outside temp sensor for MFA. Digifant ECU pin 3, 1. Carb inlet manifold heater thermoswitch
pin 2. Glow plug coolant temp sensor. Earth to engine block for MFA, 1. Idle over-run cut-off
valve 1. Ignition coil pin 1. Oil temp sensor for MFA. Coolant temp sensor for clocks. Ignition
switch pin Ignition switch pin X. Ignition switch pin SU, radio. Ignition switch pin P. Left rear
indicator. Right rear sidelight. Left rear sidelight. Rear number plate lights. Rear wiper motor pin
53A. Right rear indicator. Rear wiper motor pin Non-GTI fuel level sender pin 2. Heated mirror
glass. Handbrake warning switch. Left front door switch. Starter interlock relay. Left seatbelt
switch. Interior light switch pin 30 and central locking switch. GTI fuel pump and transfer pump
pin 4. GTI fuel pump and transfer pump pin 3. Diesel water separator level sender. Cassete
storage illumination. GTI fuel tank level sender pin 2. Air conditioning. Fresh air blower fan.
Fresh air blower switch pin 4. Fog light switch pin 83a. Rear window heater switch pin Fog light
switch pin Fog light switch pin 83b. Fog light switch 58b. Fresh air blower fan, glove box light
and ciggarette lighter pin 1. Radio plug pin 7, ciggarette lighter pin 2 and amplified speakers.
Radio plug pin 6 and fresh air control light. Headlight switch pin 58L. Headlight switch pin 58e.
Headlight switch pin 58b. Headlight switch pin Headlight switch pin 58R. Headlight switch pin X.
Windscreen wiper motor pin 53a. Windscreen wiper motor pin Windscreen wiper motor pin 53e.
Windscreen wiper motor pin 53b. MFA stalk loom. Wiper stalk mode button. Wiper stalk memory
reset switch pin 1. Wiper stalk memory select slider. Wiper stalk memory reset switch pin 4.
Stereo, cruise control unit. Warning module pin 2. Warning module pin 1. Handbrake warning
light. Permanent live circuit. Electric seat switches. Electric window relay pin Linked to 30b on
some models. Digifant fuel injectors. Carb inlet manifold pre-heater. Diesel glow plug fuse.
Earth to battery terminal. Terminal 30 inside fusebox. Bridged to 30 or Y spade, linked to relay
socket 12 pin 6. Misc equipment switched relay replaced by relay X-over relief disables high
load items while engine cranking on starter. X-over relief disables high load items while engine
cranking on starter, replaces 17 relay. Switched relay, often used for electric windows. Radiator
fan after run control relay replaces relay. Fog lamp relay on certain models, in CE2 fusebox slot
10 only allows fog lights to come on with dipped beam. General purpose switched relay horn,
fogs lamps etc. Heated seat control relay replaced by 1E Deceleration cut-off for carb models.
Fuel pump MK2 digifant, 16v and MK3 models. Control unit for increase in coasting idle? ABS
system relay, also used on power hood electrics. Control unit for syncro free-wheel lock.
Control unit for syncro free-wheel lock replaces relay Lights on warning buzzer replaced by ,

Aircon, diesel electric waterpump replaces 38 relay. ABS relay Replaces , replaced by Retro
fitted exhaust regulation system. US spec MK2 fog lamps, fog lights only work with dipped
beam on. Electronically regulated aircon relay. Radiator fan after run control relay replaced by
Sharan electric quarter window relay. Sharan heated rear window switch-off relay. ABS control
unit relay replaces 78 relay. ABS control unit relay replaces relay. Retardation relay for aircon
compressor. US spec intermittent wiper relay compatible with 19 relay. Variable intermittent
wiper replaces 99 relay. Various Audi electric window relay. General purpose switched relay
replaces 53 relay. Diesel electric waterpump replaces 38 and 94 relay , ESP. Audi fuel pump
relay replaced by Heated seat control relay replaced by A. Fuel pump Audi 4 cylinder k-jet, 6.
Relay for headlight checking, Audi models with check package replaces B. Radiator fan
after-run relay, Audi Replaces relay. Relay for headlight checking, Audi models with check
package replaced by A. Control unit for engine brackets, A '3D'. Control unit for magnetic clutch
replaced by H. Control unit for magnetic clutch replaced by J. Control unit for automatic
shift-lock. Control unit for magnetic clutch replaces G. Control unit for magnetic clutch replaces
F. Oil pressure warning relay, Audi 5 cylinder replaces B. Oil pressure warning relay, Audi 5
cylinder replaced by B. Oil pressure warning relay, Audi diesel. Audi control relay for engine
brackets. Control unit for electric folding wing mirrors. Electric window control relay, A4, A6,
A8. Audi A6 control relay for engine brackets. Fuel pump relay, Passat replaces Retardation
relay for manually regulated aircon. Control unit for headlight, brake and tail lights replaced by
4BA. Control unit for headlight, brake and tail lights replaces 4B Fuel pump relay Sharan, Lupo,
6N Polo. External hazard relay, for MK3. Heated seat control relay replaces X-over relief disables
high load items while engine cranking on starter, repalces 17, 18 and relay. Vw corrado fuse
box. Everything about cars skip to content. Vw corrado fuse box volkswagen corrado fuse box.
Fuse box in passenger compartment. Separate relays above fuserelay panel volkswagen
corrado separate relays. Corrado fuse box picturediagram with all the numbered fuses. Fuse
panel is located under left side of dash. Great savings free delivery collection on many items.
Results 1 to 16 of Volkswagen corrado fuse box diagram. I need a diagram of the fuse box to
see if i can use mine in my golf for a 93 corrado vr6 motor in my car i need to see all the
numbered fuses as well so i know which ones to get. Vw cabrio highline fuse boxblock circuit
breaker diagram vw mk5 under dash fuse boxblock circuit breaker diagram vw lt 28 fuse
boxblock circuit breaker diagram vw karman ghia fuse boxblock circuit breaker diagram.
Hyundai equus instrument panel. How do i get the corrado fuse box to stay up i cant find any
clips or brackets. Buy vw corrado fuses fuse boxes and get the best deals at the lowest prices
on ebay. Get your vw corrado fuse box relays delivered next working day when you order before
3pm vwheritage for vw parts and accessories vw classic parts. Posted on 10 july 12 july by
admin. Vw golf mk2 mk3 corrado ce2 fuse box no corrosion or water. Vw jetta tdi main engine
fuse boxblock circuit breaker diagram vw passat glx vr6 wagon fuse boxblock circuit breaker
diagram vw fox 18 fuse boxblock circuit breaker diagram vw rabbit main fuse boxblock circuit
breaker diagram. For the volkswagen corrado model year. Wrg Vw Corrado Fuse Box. The
Corrado Forum. Volkswagen Corrado Fuse Box Totalparts. Vw Corrado Electrical. Ce1 Fuse Box
d. Fuse Box. Volkswagen Touran Fuse Box Totalparts. Fusebox Faq Club Gti. Home vw corrado
fuse box diagram Vw Corrado Fuse Box. Results 1 to 19 of 19 thread. Vw corrado vr6 main fuse
panelboard fuse symbol map. Forum rules Stuck on your VR6 swap? Ask away in here. Now we
all know that there is two types of motors obd1 and obd Some of the wiring is a bit Different but
nothing crazy. Now we have Ce1 and Ce2, all of the vr6 wiring is ce2. Now if your car is not a
Change the dash to a mk3 or you can get the whole interior harness out of a Now if your car is a
Now mind you every plug has its own spot on the fuse box I dont suggest to splice the wires, if
you are going to do the swap do it right. You can get these fuse box from any ce2 car Use this
site to help you out Now for your power source its the red wire that goes in slot Y4. Dont mind
that single wire thats the power source for my OBD port For anyone running a passat obd1
harness you will see the red and yellow wire in this pic this will power up your injectors ETC
just cut off the end of it and put a connector so it will fit one of the Y slots. This will be for the
starter alarm bypass stick a 15amp fuse in there Now for late model Vrs some there will be a
relay Take that plug and stick it in the Y slot Now you will see a green plug with two red wires
with white stripes on them stick a small 15amp fuse in there. This will be for the wiper stick a
10amp fuse in there To get the mk3 clocks to work you will need the mk3 Vr clock harness for
the clocks "if the motor is a obd1 you will need a obd1 clock harness samething for obd2" and
igniton harness if your car didnt come with MFA. On the mk3 they have a D plug which looks
like this. This plug already has the D8 wire in it and the aux water pump wire which is the yellow
plug in the picture. The E plug on the mk3 also had a wire for E2. What you do now is take the
D8,E2 and "Immobilizer Uk only" wire and put them in this jumper box. Black plugs with black
jumper boxes etc etc. This will make wiring cleaner and make your life easier. Aux water pump

wire If you have the Mk3 D plug it will go in the yellow jumper box just like how it looks in the
picture. This is what the obd1 k line looks like Now for the OBD port there will be two brown
wires which is the ground which i tapped into the brown wire that goes in slot Z2 and there will
be a yellow and gray wire the yellow is not need for obd2 is needed for obd1 gray is the k line.
Now what you do is connect the gray wire with the gray wire above just cut the clip off and
solder them together note obd1 and obd2 k lines look different as you can see above. Now the
red wire is for power i tapped into the b jumper wires for that. And for obd1 cars connect the
yellow with yellow. Relay are for obd 1 motors only!!!!!!!! Also In the states we use 2 O2 sensors
for obd2 motors obd1 1 O2 sensor and in the uk obd1 and 2 only use a single sensor Here are a
pic of the plugs that are not shown in the diagram there will be a big plug and a small plug. The
big plug goes to the pump and the small plug is the vacuum sensor underneath the manifold If
you look under the thermostat housing you will see a bolt that has threads on top of the bell
housing. Last edited by cespo on Tue Aug 20, pm, edited 10 times in total. I had 2 questions in
relation to this image: "second is for the alarm its the turn signals not need" is it needed in a
mk3. Does anyone know what the spare wires goe to? I know U1 and U2 as well as the VR clock,
but i dont know what the other 3 are for. Last edited by cespo on Sun Oct 03, pm, edited 1 time
in total. If you have the donor car look at the d plug and you will see the difference to your d
plug in the mk2. And next to that is the VSS which goes into W1 if you brake the safety clip it
will slide right in if you have a plug in there then you will have to tap into it. And as for the other
wires just trace them back and see where they go and report back. Do I just splice the two
together or does the original need disconnecting? IT looks like the original could be a speed
related function on the original stereo - did mk2's come with this? What is it? All US cars came
with a central locking system and a factory perimeter alarm. And for the the most part, it works
fine. Arming itself when you lock the car with a key fob or key in the door. Un-arming itself when
you unlock a door. The factory central lock system uses a vacuum pump system in the trunk, or
rear of the car.. On Golf cars the pump is located on the passenger side. When the drivers door
is "locked" all doors will also lock. Red LED on drivers door will flash. Car will "arm" with all
doors, hood, and trunk closed and latched down. One turn from the drivers door to unlock the
car opens the drivers door, and cancels the alarm. Two turns to unlock opens all doors. If a
trunk, hood, or door is opened the alarm will go off, the lights on later cars will flash, the alarm
will go off, and the the starter will be disabled. The only way to disarm the system is to press
unlock on the factory remote, or unlock the drivers door with a key. Putting the key in the
ignition will not cancel an alarm. Unlocking the car the same way will - one unlock opens drivers
door mechanically , and turns off alarm. Two turns will unlock ALL doors - and if its "held" in
the unlock position - will open all power windows note, the sunroof will not open The factory
system only disables the starter. If the car cranks - the alarm is not at fault. There is NO "chip"
in the key. But problems arise and things go wrong. The alarm "goes" off at all hours of the
night, or worse it prevents the car from starting! But lets look at some key facts.. However, there
are a few odd ball cars out there, and of course, alarm systems changed from year to year
System as drivers and passenger door lock cylinders. To lock all doors in the car, the drivers
door pin is the "central lock switch" and all other door pins follow suit. Alarm module is Silver.
These cars also have a locking fuel door as part of the central lock system. The car must be
"unlocked" to gain access to the fuel filler. This added feature may be added to later cars by
adding and tapping into the central lock vaccum system and getting an older style fuel door
lock. Alarm module is Black. Remotes are Banjo shaped, and Alarm module is White. If the car
is "disarmed" or "unlocked" AND it does NOT see a door, trunk, or hood open in 30 seconds, it
will re-arm itself. Can I add factory keyless? Can I add an aftermarket system? How do I get to
the alarm horn? Close Ups Of Modules, and inside them. Bypassing the alarm module - but still
getting the car to start. But at some point 30 seconds to hours later the alarm goes off. One of
the door, trunk, or hood latch switches is defective. Often the rubber boots over the door
switches get ripped, and water intrudes into the switch. They can be carefully taken apart, and
blown out with air Get a new door switch. A good way to know if this is the problem is to see if
the overhead light is "on" when the alarm goes off, this means its a door switch without a
doubt. The alarm module intermittently lost power. Unplug alarm module and reset the two
plugs. Check the wires into the fuse block to make sure they are all seated. Check connectors
"D, H, and Y". Other possible defect, low main car battery voltage or bad battery cables. The
alarm will sense the drop in voltage and go off, thinking the car is begin stolen. Car will not start
no crank. Alarm is going off, and the car will not crank to start. Unlock drivers door with key or
passenger side if equipped. If the alarm is disarmed the issue may be with the internal relay in
the alarm module itself or other base starting problem, see this link. Car alarm will not arm.
Door is locked from the outside, LED does comes on , but flashes slowly. No alarm honk is
heard. One of the door, trunk, or hood latch switches is "open". The system will not arm at this

time if any item is left open. Check for broken wires in the body or damaged alarm switches Car
alarm will not arm. Door is locked from the outside, LED does not come on , and does and does
not flash. Check for broken door jamb wires or damaged key switch wire in door latch
mechanism on the door or damaged linkage from door handle lock cylinder to latch mechanism.
Missing alarm system module, or loss of ground, or power to module. Car alarm comes on at
will at random as car is driving. Lights flash and alarm horn sounds - its flat out scary the first
time it happens, and its pretty embarrassing. Drivers door will not turn off or arm alarm. Once
the door is opened the alarm goes off. Remotes do not work or program. Verify a white alarm
module is present in car. Verify alarm module has power. Program Remotes. Change Batteries.
Central lock pump runs for more then 5 seconds when doors are locked or unlocked with
remote or key. Break in air-line plumbing. Check for pulled air lines at door gaps. Pull back
rubber boot and door panels to view line quality. Car does not beep when disarmed. Normal, not
an option. Remotes only open all doors, not just drivers door. Central lock button inside car
does not open doors when car is armed. Two keys and all the remote controls that are to be
programmed will be needed. The maximum number of remote controls that can be programmed,
including old and new, is four. System alarm will emit three beeps. For second remote control,
press button , two beeps will be emitted. Use same procedure to program third or fourth remote
control. All remote controls must be programmed within one minute, otherwise new
programming will cancel and old remote control programming will be valid. Note: Later cars and
later and all VR6 cars have the hood latch as part of the hood-alarm switch. Now you can unbolt
the one bolt that holds the alarm module to its bracket.. The 6 pin alarm plug close up - note the
two heavy gauge wires that are used to power the starter. These are the two wires that need to
be "jumped" if you are bypassing the alarm module if you ever want your car to start again.
Once finished, cover the ends
2013 kia sorento headlight
parts of a forklift diagram
fh680v manual
with electrical tape. I tend to get a lot of questions about this part A - YES - Do not plug it back
in! A - Connect the two large, heavy gauge wires Rear of fuse panel: Check connectors "D, H,
and Y". Note rubber boot remove door pin switches with a small screwdriver. They CAN be
taken apart and blown out with air, and then packed with silicone grease. But its critical the the
rubber boot be in place. The rubber boot comes with the switch. It cannot be ordered
separately. In general the system works like this: When the drivers door is "locked" all doors
will also lock. Two turns will unlock ALL doors - and if its "held" in the unlock position - will
open all power windows note, the sunroof will not open. Car alarm comes on at random after car
has been turned off. Door is locked, and LED flashing showing alarm was armed. Check
connectors "D, H, and Y" Other possible defect, low main car battery voltage or bad battery
cables. Check for broken wires in the body or damaged alarm switches.

